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Hige-Ethiopia is the New Ethiopian-People Democracy Constitution, for the first time written by the People, for the People is officially, and legally registered in the United States.

The purpose of a new constitution draft is to remove the current apartheid ethnic federalism written by the separatist TPLF and OLF rebels as a form of EPRDF transitional constitution, which is existed unto now for 27 years resulted with 100s of thousands of ethnic Cleansing by excluding and banning the Ethiopian people from any referendum or ratification for a new constitution. Now, we would like to replace that with “Hige Ethiopia” the Law of the Ethiopia people, written by the people, for the people, participating for a 3 and half years with many scholars editing and commenting for each article. Hige Ethiopia will be our Rule of Law for us and for our posterity as soon as the Ethiopian people ratified by the national referendum. Therefore, we need a national referendum for a new constitution to ratify by the Ethiopian people inclusively. Also, we are advocating to introduce Hige-Ethiopia for worldwide Ethiopians to support a national referendum for a new constitution before the 2020 election in Ethiopia.
For more information on Hige-Ethiopia, visit our official website at http://ethioprovinces.org
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